Neural selectivity for interaural frequency disparity in cat primary auditory cortex.
Single-unit responses to interaural frequency disparities (IFDs) were examined in 74 neurons in cat primary auditory cortex (AI). Thirty-three of these cells were classified as EE (binaural facilitators), 39 were classified as EI (binaural inhibitors), and 2 were classified as EO (binaural occluders). The best frequency (BF) was presented to the dominant (usually the contralateral) ear while tones of the same or different frequency (either higher or lower than BF) were presented simultaneously to the nondominant (usually the ipsilateral) ear. Most cells displayed sensitivity to IFDs and thus were classified according to the IFD condition that elicited the strongest facilitatory or inhibitory response. The stimulus condition which evoked the strongest binaural response is referred to as the best IFD. For 50 cells (68%), the best IFD response was obtained when tones of different frequency were presented to each ear. Across the entire sample, binaural IFD responses of cortical neurons were categorized into one of three groups: Those preferring a lower frequency than BF in the ipsilateral ear (referred to as the 'lower IFD group'), those preferring a frequency equal to BF (the 'zero IFD group'), or those preferring a frequency higher than BF (the 'higher IFD group'). Among EE cells, approximately one third were maximally facilitated when the ipsilateral ear frequency was lower than BF, one third when it was equal to BF, and one third when it was higher than BF. Among EI cells, 50% exhibited deepest inhibition for higher IFDs with relatively fewer cells showing inhibition for zero or lower IFDs. Overall, EI cells responded over a broader range of IFD conditions than EE cells. Finally, approximately 50% of all units exhibited bimodal responses such that cells classified as EE displayed some inhibitory response characteristics when stimulated with certain IFD conditions and vice versa.